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FROM THE DESK
G

OF THE EDITOR

oodness… how times have
changed since our last edition and who could have predicted
just how far those changes would
reach? I’m sure I’m not the only
verger who thought that nothing
could interrupt the seemingly
timeless ﬂow of the church calendar
and seasons with major festivals,
special and regular services….
I have to say that I have only just begun to realise
some of the advantages of being furloughed
- it has taken me a while to work through the
initial feelings of anger, sadness and ennui - and
am grateful that I don’t seem to have become
overwhelmed by the anxieties that I have seen in
some of my family and friends.
Editing has been a real help this quarter, helping
me to start establish more of a routine to my
day - and I’ve been walking and exploring places
I’ve not had time to attempt before. A pattern of
rivers and waterways appears to be emerging,
with visits to the upper and lower reaches of the
Arun (on the Horsham Riverside Walk and the
riverside footpath from Amberley to Arundel)
and the Wey & Arun Canal at Loxwood. If the
weather holds (which looks likely as we move
into summer) there’s a lot more canal towpath
to walk - beyond Guildford to Send (but not all at
once!).
I’ve been impressed by the thoughtful articles
and branch reports that have been sent in. I
hope you enjoy reading about how branches
have been coping and adapting to new ways of
meeting. Please do stay in touch with each other
- I’m sure you all appreciate that fellowship and
mutual support are of the utmost importance in
these difficult times.

Please note that all submissions for the next edition should reach Jane via email,
CEGVMedia@gmail.com no later than the date here:
How should you do this….Submissions for all editions
of The Virger should reach me before the set deadline.
If they miss this date, they may be held over to the
next edition. All articles should be sent in MS Word
files only and photographs in JPEG format. Please
attach text and image files separately in one email.

COVER STORY

T

his edition’s cover verge is from Carlisle Cathedral. It is a very new
one, made in 2019 by Mr Jim Palmer who is a Cathedral Guide. James
Armstrong submitted the photo and said of Jim that, “he likes to do some
wood carving…”. I’m sure you’ll all agree with me that it is beautiful, with simple
and clean lines, elegantly formed. Thank you James and Jim for sharing this
with us.
I have an apology and errata regarding last quarter’s verge. It was not made
by my assistant, but by a predecessor’s husband. Johanna (Jo) Rose was verger
at St Mary’s during the 1980s, supported and assisted by her husband, John,
who was also a bellringer.

PRAYER REQUESTS
If you know of someone for whom
prayers would be of benefit, or
someone who has been prayed for and
has recovered or shown improvement,
please inform the National Chaplain
or the National Welfare Officer.
Prayers for all our Vergers during this
time of locked Churches, who feel
alone, are furloughed or struggling in
new unfamiliar and uncertain times.
Oxford Branch
Molly Payne & Gerald Knight
Somerset & Avon
Marek Barden, Joy Stevens, Trevor
Llewellyn and Mary & Lionel Holway.
York
George Cook
St Albans
Peter Hudson

East Anglia
Val Pizzey
Blackburn, Chester & Manchester
Patricia Platt & Margaret Scott

In Memoriam
York Branch
Doreen Cook - Fellow
Oxford Branch
Joan Hayes
Bournemouth & Channel Isles Branch
Vera Gale
East Anglia Branch
Marjorie Wakeling
And everyone not specifically
mentioned who need love, counsel
and the grace
of our Lord.

Jane Gorrie
Editor
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FROM THE DESK

OF THE NATIONAL CHAIRMAN

W

ho would have guessed that,

apparent that our Festivals and Training

was an inspiration to many and a great

since the last letter, the world

Conference would have to be cancelled

supporter of the Guild along with her

would have been turned

for this year, which threw up some

husband George. There are tributes

upside down. Vergers and Clergy being

interesting conundrums. Elections

elsewhere in this edition. Fortunately,

banished from their churches, services

would not be able to take place in the

Doreen was highlighted in the last

being carried out via the internet, the

Summer, so a document drafted by Tim

edition, in our Meet our Fellows section,

eucharist being carried out in dining

Wigglesworth, our legal advisor, giving

outlining her career as a Verger. Please

rooms and kitchens over the Easter

us formal authority to suspend our

uphold George, Philip and Wendy along

period - YouTube has brought a different

elections was circulated and passed.

with the rest of the family, in your

dimension to our worship. Business

Our Annual Conference had already

prayers.

meetings have been carried out via

been planned and finalised, so we will

Skype, Microsoft Teams or Zoom and

carry the programme forward to 2021.

I end this letter on VE Day, a day

even choir rehearsals in some places

Negotiations with the two Festival

which was intended to be a National

have adapted to modern technology

organisers will take place, again to see if

Celebration of 75 years since the end

to maintain vocal coaching. Words

we can move the dates to a suitable time

of hostilities in Europe. Street parties,

like furlough, unprecedented, social

in 2021. I know a great deal of planning

concerts and mass gatherings were to

distancing, lockdown and isolation have

had taken place to set them up in the first

have reflected the mood of the country,

crept into our vocabulary very quickly.

instance and it would be a shame not to

but due to the current situation, the

visit the two venues next year.

parties and gatherings were muted. The

Just prior to the enforced changes, while

Red Arrows have flown over London, and

churches were closed, some vergers

We had our first Standing Committee

here in Edinburgh two RAF Typhoon jets

quickly took the time to polish silver,

Meeting via MS Teams. One thing this

have flown over the city and then on to

wash every bit of linen they could get

period has highlighted, is that many of us

Cardiff and Belfast. I have seen Union

their hands on and clean the buildings

have the technology and now we have to

Flags flying and bunting hanging from

like they have never been cleaned before.

bring those skills to the fore. Emailing and

windows joining the rainbow drawings

For others, the furlough period began

phoning each other has now become the

in support of the NHS as I take my daily

with little warning to undertake these

norm - and of great importance so that

walk with the dog. Events are being

tasks. So what then? Sorting out personal

we can keep in touch with each other and

televised - from two minutes silence, to

stuff, cleaning, decorating and gardening

maintain much valued communication.

the re-run of Churchill’s speech and also

have become tasks that have taken

That being said, I have been heartened

one from Her Majesty, the Queen. This

on a new dimension. I am sure that

by receiving a letter from one member,

lockdown situation has given many of us

for many, not being allowed into your

who has shared his thoughts on the

a small taste of what it must have been

churches during Holy Week, must have

current situation and also to provide his

like to have our liberty affected from

felt very strange. There are a few that

life history for an article to be included in

what we perceive as the norm. It is a

have directed their time into completing

the magazine. At least the Post Office is

poignant reminder of just how fragile

that outstanding course unit or two, read,

still working along with the many who are

things can be in today’s society and how

value the walks that we were allowed to

keeping us sustained.

we should not take things for granted

take, or even take up a new hobby. Jane

even in 2020. My thoughts and prayers

Gorrie has put out a call for those who

It was with great sadness that in the past

are with you all and your families. Do

have taken up a new hobby, to write in

few weeks, one of our beloved Fellows,

keep in touch with your branch officers

and share the experience.

Doreen Cook, passed away after a

and let them know you are all okay.

long period of illness. Many of you will
So, what of the Guild? Well it has been

remember Doreen as a constant fixture

John Kirby-Shearer

an interesting time. It soon became

at our conferences and Festivals. She

May 2020
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FROM
THE
DESK
OF THE NATIONAL CHAPLAIN
Dear Friends,

I wonder how you are all using your time? I know some vergers
have washed every bit of altar linen possible; others are doing

Greetings! What strange times we live in at the moment. I am

the Training Course [Hurrah!] and yet others are reading and

sure that you, like me, are missing corporate worship greatly.

writing and generally keeping themselves amused. I have done

Somehow even live ‘streamed services’ are not the same as

a revision, long overdue, of the Historian Unit and that is now

being part of it all. I find it very difficult to take part rather than

live. I have also updated the Pastor Unit and I hope that will be

just being a spectator! However, the death rate does seem to be

live by the end of the month. Do begin the Training Course - Sue

declining and here at Hereford the Bishop has given permission

Ansell will be pleased to enrol you and set you off on the study

for one priest to enter the Cathedral to say the daily Offices, and

programme.

to ring the bell to indicate that prayer continues. However, I think
the road ahead will remain steep and hard and the chances of us

When I wrote to you during Lent I was speculating about the

getting back to anything approaching ‘normality’ until next year

state of the world with all its violence and poverty, and I fear that

fairly remote.

Covid - 19 will cause even more poverty among those who are
disadvantaged already. We need to build a new world: but that
is the message of Easter: Jesus died and rose again to give us a
New Creation; a new way of living our lives in love and harmony
with the whole of creation as well as with one another. Perhaps, if
anything good can be rescued from the pandemic, it may be that
men and women everywhere will recognise that we are all one
humanity which deserves respect and love in order to thrive.
I offer you a quotation from Mother Allyne, a nun who, I think,
lived in the 19th Century:
There are no ready made roads or maps: no blueprints
for our journey.
The destination and the way are known only in the journeying
and we set out in obedience to God’s call:
to risk not knowing where we shall be led
is the response that faith and love demand.
The paths are not marked for us
because they have not yet been walked
and this means that we do not have and cannot waste
time and energy pining for a guidance
which will relieve us of all risks and secure us against all mistakes.
The Pilgrim Path is steep and long!
I pray that as you journey into the unknown world you will gain
the courage and strength that will carry you through the dangers,
the loneliness and the difficulties of this present time.
With every blessing and my love,
Canon Maureen
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FROM THE GENERAL
SECRETARY
W
hat a different world we are all currently living
in, who would have guessed that so many of
us would be excluded from entering our own
Churches and some working remotely from home.

As the National Chairman has mentioned, we have all had
to adjust to this way of life, and to take on some new skills.
Who would have thought that we would be conducting
Standing Committee via the internet, which required a
crash course in coping with new technology for some of our
members.

Many of us are currently working with a remote Church,
where we receive our spiritual nourishment via the PC
Screen or listening to Podcasts. I, too, have been working
to start up a ‘Virtual Chapel’ with our Services pre-recorded
and mixed with the archive of music that our Choir had
recorded in previous years. Our College departmental
meetings are conducted via Zoom and MS Teams, and while
this seems an easy way to work, we do, however, miss the
real-life interaction and ‘feeling’ the temperature of the
room.
In my spare time I have entered my second childhood and
have started playing with Lego again, building new cars. Oh,
to be able to afford the real thing!

In order to deal with to this ongoing Pandemic we have tried
to ensure that information is disseminated as quickly as
possible to all our members. We have created a dedicated
web page on the Guild website (www.cofegv.org.uk/
covid-19-pandemic) to enable us to advertise events
that are happening (or not) and some advice. I have also
been sending out individual emails to Branches. It was
disappointing to learn from some of our members that
this information had not been fully disseminated and were
unaware that we have had to cancel this year’s Annual
Training Conference & Retreat and Festivals. In these
difficult times it is more important than ever that when
information is passed to Branch Chairmen and Secretaries
for dissemination to the membership, it is passed on
quickly and fully to all members so that they know what
is happening. Please do not assume that they would have
heard this via a different route – it would be better to
receive the information twice than not at all.
Not only have we created this new page on our website,
but we have also updated the Facebook Page (Facebook
groups: Church of England Guild of Vergers) to reinforce our
information. Have you joined? If not, please do - the more
members we have, the more this group will work for our
members.

Summer 2020

Please keep yourselves and your loved ones safe and sane,
and, as Dame Vera Lynn sang, ‘We’ll meet again’.
Stephen Stokes
General Secretary
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MEET OUR FELLOWS
THE REV’D TOM CAMERON

T

hough I was born in Jersey in
the Channel Islands, I am by
upbringing and temperament
a Yorkshireman. I was raised in
the Market Town of Doncaster
South Yorkshire, where father
was an engineer and my paternal
grandfather was an engine driver on
the railways. It was my grandparents
who encouraged me to attend Church
with them at the Parish Church of St
George (now Doncaster Minster) and
it was here that I became involved in
the life of the Church and its mission.
On leaving school I trained as a
baker in a small family run firm
that made just about everything
that could be baked, it was a good
foundation in hard work and getting
up very early to make bread, I have
retained for the rest of my life, an
interest in baking and in catering,
and still enjoy sharing the fruits of
my labours with friends. Life was full
and active since the Verger at the
Parish Church, Victor Tabor (who
went on to be a Virger at Canterbury
Cathedral) had encouraged me to help
out with the youth club and as his
assistant, helping out with weddings
and covering his holidays. I joined
the Doncaster Branch of the Guild of
Vergers in 1968 and have been active
in the Guild since then.
Since I was getting up early to make
bread and assisting the verger in the
afternoons, I began to wonder if there
was any way I could ditch the bread
making and be paid for the verging
(working on the assumption that
even on an early shift to open up a
church, you do not need to get up at
03.00am).
So it was that in 1970 I started work
at Exeter Cathedral as a junior verger,

6

it was here that I learnt the craft of
being a verger, under the watchful
eye of the Head Verger, Ron Melhuish,
a stickler for everything to be right
and in order. Ron was later to be the
Guilds first training officer and the
organiser of the first two training
conferences which were held in
London.
I was with Ron, one of the founders
of the Exeter Branch of the Guild and
was its first secretary.
I was at Exeter for 10 very happy and
fulfilling years in that glorious county
and city, but in 1980 I left to go back
to Yorkshire and the industrial city of
Sheffield as Canons’ verger at Sheffield
Cathedral, eventually working with
Alan Cottam on his second stint as
Head verger at Sheffield, Alan had left
Sheffield to go to be Head verger at
Wells Cathedral but had never really
settled there, missing as he did his
Sheffield friends (Alan was at one time
Chairman of the Guild).
Sheffield was a very different place
to Exeter, much more down to earth,
friendlier, and being in Yorkshire, a
spade is a spade. We lived through the
Margaret Thatcher / Arthur Scargill,
years when coal mining, and steel
works were closing and Sheffield had
to reinvent itself, which it eventually
did, but with much harm to its sense
of community. It was while I was in
Sheffield that I met Steve, who a year
later became my partner (Steve is a
psychiatric nurse so coming home
to me is not much of a rest). It was
also the years of the AIDS pandemic
which devastated the gay community,
I was glad to be able to share in the
Cathedrals work with the community
and being alongside those who felt
they had no one to turn to.
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In 1987 I was offered a job as a Senior
Virger at St Paul’s Cathedral London.
Where among many other things I was
responsible for the Assistant Virgers
(now Stewards) there performance,
the training of Cathedral Guides,
emergency procedures, and all the
other things that staff need to be
equipped with to do their job in a busy
building that has to balance being a
church and a tourist attraction.
During my time at St Paul’s there have
been many state services which I have
been involved in staging not least:The 800th celebrations of the
Lord Mayor of London
The Queen Mother’s 100th Birthday
service
The Queen’s 80th Birthday service
The Queen’s Golden Jubilee service
Rejoicing with the nation when
it rejoices and mourning when it
mourns:With the American community in the
UK after 9/11 when 14.000 persons
stood outside the Cathedral and
the Queen’s car had to be diverted
because of the crowds.
After the gulf war and the end of the
Iraq war, and many other national
events, the Consecration of many
Bishops, Ordination of many Priests,
too many services to bore you with.
While at St Paul’s I was an officer of
the London, Southwark & Chelmsford

Summer 2020

...

Branch of the Guild. I had a period
as the National Training Officer of
the Guild. Organising many of the
conferences and I was honoured to be
awarded a fellowship of the Guild.
Among the pomp and the majesty
with which I was engaged in making
come alive, the right people in the
right place, with the right words in
front of them, wearing the right
frock, I was becoming aware that
what mattered, what really mattered
was people, ministering to people. I
had already by this time passed the
Southwark Ordination course and I
and the Bishop thought it right that
I be ordained as a non-stipendiary
Deacon while continuing to serve as
a Virger. Part of my outreach from
the Cathedral was as a Hospital
chaplain at St Bartholomew’s and the
Royal London. Bart’s is just around
the Corner from St Paul’s; it was a
partnership that I enjoyed and which I
hope bore some fruit.
In 2011 I took early retirement from
the Cathedral and was Priested, and
for the past eight years I have been
House for duty priest in the Parish
of Clayton with Keymer, just outside
Brighton.
I write this in lockdown, in the
clergy house in Hassocks, when this
lockdown is over, we intend selling
our house in London and retiring “up
north”; don’t say we didn’t warn you.
The Rev’d Tom Cameron
Hassocks
May 2020
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MEET OUR FELLOWS &
NATIONAL LIFE MEMBERS
FELLOWS

John Campbell
Lincoln & Southwell Branch

Clive McCleester
London, Southwark
& Chelmsford Branch

Holy Name Embroidery
New Commissions, Restoration, Conservation,
Repairs etc... Undertaken
Welsh Marches Based

The Rev’d Tom Cameron
London, Southwark
& Chelmsford Branch

Michael Golby
Oxford Branch

James Armstrong
Durham, Newcastle
& Carlisle Branch

Christopher Crooks
Canterbury with
Rochester Branch

Dr Andrew Page
Gloucester, Hereford
& Worcester Branch

The Rev’d Canon
Dr Maureen Palmer
Gloucester, Hereford
& Worcester Branch

John Kirby-Shearer
London, Southwark
& Chelmsford Branch

Timothy Wigglesworth
Durham, Newcastle
& Carlisle Branch

Dee Caulton-Ball
Ecclesiastical Embroiderer
TEL: 01547 220000 or 07890514888
E-Mail: deecb@hotmail.com
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NATIONAL LIFE MEMBERS

The Very Revd Robert Willis
Canterbury with
Rochester Branch

Molly Simpson-Goodall
York Branch

Charles Owen
Canterbury with Rochester
Branch

John Lazenby
York Branch

George Walker
Liverpool Branch

Colin Maggs
Somerset & Avon Branch

Peter Hudson
St Albans Branch

The Rev’d Canon Ray Price
Leicester & Peterborough
with Derby Branch

Ian Cobb
East Anglia Branch

Ernest Kröhn
Bournemouth &
Channel Isles Branch

Marek Barden
Somerset & Avon Branch

Summer 2020

Raymond Fowler
Gloucester, Hereford
& Worcester Branch

The Rev’d Canon James Wilson
Somerset & Avon Branch

Philip Ypres-Smith
Headquarter Member
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BRANCH DIGEST
ST ALBANS BRANCH

2

020 started out in a normal way
with members getting together
for our AGM in January which
was held at St Saviours St Albans. All
the same Branch officers were voted
in again to serve another year. Lindsay
Kemp as Chairman, Lindsay Bevis as
Secretary, Tony Kempson as Treasurer
and the Russell family were nominated
as Branch correspondents. Our
programme was outlined for the year.

The first meeting was for Lenten
devotions in early March where our
Branch Chaplain took us once again
through the Stations of the Cross. (The
Stations of the Cross at St Saviours were
presented in March 1960 by Mrs Winifred
Lawson and her son John in memory of Mr
William Lawson, their husband and father,
who made the statue of the Madonna in
this church. They were designed by John
Hayward, executed by Faith Craft Ltd, and
painted by John Lawson.)
Virtual Corporate Communion 2020
St Albans members usually get together
in the Easter season for a Corporate
Communion. We all robe and process
into the chapel for the service at St
Saviours Church, St Albans. This year
the pandemic lockdown meant that
this could not happen in the same way.
However, following the successful
virtual meet ups I had helped to
arrange for my wife’s WI group,
we decided to go for a virtual
communion service using Cisco Webex
(a video conferencing software) and
invited members of both St Albans and
Oxford branches.
A few members from each branch
attended, enabling them to see
old friends and to share some
fellowship with them at this corporate
communion. The service was led by
the St Albans branch chaplain, the
Reverend Andrew Ferrar. We found the
saying of some of the prayers together
a little bit hairy, as we all spoke the
same words but at different times and
the loudest person seemed to win. But
it was very nice to get together.
This year we did not bother to robe
because it seemed a little silly, but Fr
Andrew did robe for our communion.
For me and my wife it was nice as we

10
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had not been to a communion service
for what seems such a long time. Had
we thought about it earlier we would
have got some wine and bread ready
to share at the appropriate time in the
service, but we didn’t so Fr Andrew
partook of the bread and wine for us
all.
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Before the service Fr Andrew sent
out the copies of the service to all the
members taking part and some of us
lucky ones we were also asked to do a
reading. For my part I wanted to do the
King James version but eventually I was
persuaded by Fr Andrew to use a more
modern version which would be more
in keeping with the service.
The service only lasted about half an
hour as we decided that hymns were
strictly out on this occasion, but it was

a success and afterwards we had a few
minutes to chat with one another, to
reminisce and to wonder whether we
should do our next meeting (which is
our St Albans supper) in this way again.
The thought of doing the St Albans
supper by each of us cooking a meal
and then sitting round our laptops
talking to each other seems a little bit
frightening, but the fellowship is good.

...

wise words in the thought provoking
sermon.
All in all this was a successful event and
although not many members from each
branch attended we proved it can be
done and maybe next time more will
attend but this is, of course, dependent
on their use of technology .
Philip Russell

Our thanks go to Fr Andrew Ferrar
for preparing the service and for his

CHICHESTER, GUILDFORD & PORTSMOUTH BRANCH

V

ery little to report from us
this quarter I’m afraid. At our
AGM the usual suspects were
reinstated: Stephen Reeds, Chairman;
Jane Gorrie, Secretary; Charles
“Ricky” Richardson, Treasurer (with

Valerie Groves assisting and hoping
to hand the baton on later this year);
Vice Chair, Colin Tilbury; Sue Ansell,
Deputy Regional Rep.

Our meetings arrangements gradually
all fell due to the lockdown, as
venues closed - however as several
are outdoor venues we hope to get
together later in the year.

OXFORD BRANCH

F

ourteen members and friends of the Guild met
at Douai Abbey on 10th March for our customary
first Quiet Day of the year. On arrival, we met in
the Refectory for a welcome cup of coffee and biscuits
and then we started the day with a service of Holy
Communion. As our speaker for the morning was not
able to be with us, our Guild Secretary, Heather Ringrose,
led us in a period of meditation. We each had a picture
to look at and, using this as a focal point, Heather gave us
guidance on ways in which we could channel our thoughts
during this quiet hour.
We joined the monks in the Chapel for the mid-day service
and then we went back to the Refectory to enjoy a tasty
lunch. During the afternoon, we discussed various ideas
for outings during the year. All too soon it was time for
closing prayers before saying our goodbyes and packing
up ready to return to our homes. Our thanks go to
Heather and Mike Golby, our Chairman, for leading us
through the day after the planned programme had been
cancelled at the last minute.
Unfortunately, our proposed programme of meetings for
the rest of the year will have to remain on hold during the
current pandemic.
Molly Payne
Branch Correspondent

Summer 2020
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YORK BRANCH

Party of Virgers

A

s I write this it has been six
weeks since lock down. Things
that seemed very important
scribbled on busy calendars are now
being re-evaluated.
Personally, the psychological impact
of the lockdown has moved through
different phases.
At first it was hard to be positive,
things we had taken for granted had
in turn been taken from us.
Second phase was feeling
overwhelmed, bombarded by the
media, I shut down for a while. I
stopped listening to the news,

Al Marian and

Angela an

d Pauline

family

closed down facebook and ignored
everything and took solace in baking
and tending the garden. Then as
the seeds and plants began to
pop up, bringing hope, I shifted
into contentment. Although the
circumstances are horrendous, I
started to look for positives.

Our grateful thanks go to Reverend
Marian our branch Chaplain, to
Angela our Secretary, and to Alan our
treasurer who have made themselves
available to provide comfort and
support to those in need. Well done
to all of you for keeping going, helping
out parishioners and your community.

The third stage is almost like being on
retreat. Taking the time to read things,
silent prayers throughout the day,
thoughtfulness of others. Thanking
God for all the great things we do
have, a roof, food in the cupboard,
and a garden to grow things in.
Watching the progress of the birds
as they carry on with nesting, raising
chicks and singing so beautifully.

The Lord’s Church will prevail, the
Church are the people.

As a Guild, however, we remain the
same. Steadfastly adhering to our
beliefs that we should support one
another, spiritually and physically.
Trust in God and appreciate what we
do have and give thanks.

I have included some happy photos
taken February 29th good memories
are worth sharing. Alan and Reverend
Marian are both 70 this year and
decided that as we had an extra leap
year day it would good to use it to
have a party. I hope they make you
smile.
God bless.
Su Graves
Chairperson CEGV - York branch

Harry and Will
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BLACKBURN, CHESTER AND MANCHESTER BRANCH

O

n Thursday 23 January 2020, we
met for our AGM at Blackburn
Cathedral. We had a Eucharistic
service in the Lady Chapel led by
our Branch Chaplain, Canon Adrian
Rhodes. We then had lunch at the local
Wetherspoons, which we regularly visit
when we go to Blackburn. We returned
to the Cathedral for our AGM to work
through the business ahead of us. We
were unable to find a Regional Leader
so had to pass this position to the next

in line. Our Chaplain surprised us by
saying he would be paying his fees as
he wished to be treated the same as the
rest of us! Many thanks to Tony Hales
for organising the day.

and certainly for most of our members.
although 5 did manage to connect. It
was a lovely service and almost made up
for us not being able to enter our own
Churches or Cathedrals.

On Monday 24 February 2020, we
gathered together at Manchester
Cathedral for a pre-Lent service. This
should have taken place on Shrove
Tuesday evening, but an organ recital
was already in the diary. With that in
mind, our Canon Adrian led us in a
service of Compline for the Eve of Shrove
Tuesday. This was a lovely service in the
Lady Chapel. The service focused around
the idea of ‘journeying together’. Canon
Adrian led us in a time of reflection
which challenged us to think about the
change in our celebrations from the joy
of Christmas to the hardship of Lent,
with Spring being the symbol of new life,
springing up from the dullness of Winter.

April 30th should have been our PostEaster Eucharist, but of course this
could not take place. It has only been
postponed and we hope it will now take
place in late October. It will hopefully
be the same format, with lunch at a
local hostelry and a procession into the
Church of the Holy Rood in Swinton.
Canon Adrian will take the service
assisted by the vicar Rev. Dorothy Fair.

On Good Friday our Branch Chaplain
led us in a liturgy service via Zoom, I
have to say this is a new thing for me

Chester Diocese has just been informed
that we have a Bishop Designate,
Bishop Mark Tanner of Berwick. He was
ordained at Chester Cathedral and his
children were both born in Chester. This
is great news and we look forward to
welcoming him to Chester.
Gareth Screeton, Chairman
Freda M. Murphy, Branch Secretary

CANTERBURY WITH ROCHESTER BRANCH
A Poignant Privilege

T

his issue will be full of all the
useful and ingenious ways our
remarkable members will have
used this lockdown!
I want to include our tribute and thanks
to Canon Maureen! This pint sized,
petite lady, so hugely full of kindness,
zest for life and encouragement, is
a powerhouse of good will. Canon
Maureen had travelled through floods
in Hereford to officiate at and appoint
our new Chaplain Aileen Webb at the
AGM in St Nicholas Church Pluckley
on the 22nd February this year. It’s
poignant because it was the last time in
her role as National Chaplain for us.
Pluckley may be the most haunted
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village in Kent, but it has the most
genial, generous and welcoming Verger
in Julian, our Guild chairman.
After the service and our always
wonderful lunch, at about 3 pm, Canon
Maureen had to leave us as she had
‘duties to fulfill’ for the next day.
“How long will it take you to get home?”
Julian asked.
“Nine hours” she said cheerfully.
If one had to be confined in one place
for a lockdown, you would be fortunate
indeed to have such a selfless, stoic and
faithful companion.
It truly has been a privilege to have such
a fine Christian lady as our National
Chaplain!

‘You would be fortunate
indeed to have such
a selﬂess, stoic and
faithful companion.’
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LINCOLNSHIRE AND SOUTHWELL BRANCH

R

everend Michelle Houldershaw,
Associate Priest in the Skegness
Group of Parishes and Angela
Baxter, Verger of St Matthew’s Church,
tell us about

A Vicar and her Verger
We were told about a new
controversial comedy starting during a
PCC meeting. The Vicar of Dibley was
first screened on 10th November 1994.
Our family would sit down together
and watch it. We loved it and could
see certain characters in our lives.
Isaiah 43:1 says ‘I have called you by
name, you are mine.’
Unbeknown to me then, God would
call me to ordination and I would
become great friends with my own
verger. God pathed the way, and there
were lots of hills to climb and blind
corners to go around. But I took the
leap of faith and let God interconnect
the links that I was not aware of at
the time. I felt called to the Skegness
Group of Parishes in January 2016 and
began praying for my discernment and
the parishes. Then in June 2016 while
supporting a friend Scott make his
Lincoln Anglican Cursillo, I met Angela,
who was in his group. Scott is now on
his own journey to ordination. God
answers prayer.
September 2017 brought me an
appointment as Associate Priest in
The Skegness Group where Angela
is Verger. It was a Vicar of Dibley
moment, but it was not until the
Diocese of Lincoln trip to Israel that
Angela and I became best friends.
We are both misunderstood, have
a passion for Our Lord and we trust
each other. We have had our Vicar and
Verger chats, but Angela is the clever
and wise one.

14

2019 was a difficult year for me, Angela
was there throughout. One morning I
stopped breathing, Angela performed
CPR until the paramedics arrived. I
am forever grateful, not only did she
get me breathing again but she also
managed to not break any bones in the
process!
Also in 2019, to support John
Campbell’s chosen charity the British
Heart Foundation, Jo Blanchard (a
verger at Lincoln Cathedral) founded
“Campbell Marras” (Geordie for
‘friends’) and asked people to join in
raising money for the British Heart
Foundation, and to run the Lincoln
10k. I jumped at the chance; they
had supported me following my post
car-accident heart attacks. There was
no way Angela could run following
her own car accident injuries, so
we decided we would walk the 10k
together, at an appropriate pace,
during a year. We started getting
sponsors and support from people
who were going to walk it with us.
Angela writes that, during lockdown,
being unable to go out to do her
sponsored short walks, she had to
think about how she was going to
achieve her goal of 10km. Michelle
suggested “Keep a record on your
watch,” and so that is what we did.
Then Covid-19 and lockdown! In March
I signed us both up for an NHS Stay
at Home Medal. We do daily exercise
in our own back gardens. We have a
group of other ladies that are willing
to walk with us, so we hope that we
would be able to arrange something
after the lock down.

Thank you, everyone, for all the
encouragement that we have received.
Trusting in Our Lord you can do
anything.
If you would like to donate to our
BHF fund my link is (https://www.
justgiving.com/fundraising/
revmichelle).

Angela Baxter

Michelle Houldershaw

Angela and Michelle with their medals in our own
gardens during Covid-19 lockdown.

Neither of us realised just how
much walking we were doing. To our
amazement we smashed our 10k.
From 24th March until 4th May Angela
walked 134.3km (83.4 miles) and I
walked 145.28km (90.3 miles).
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CHARLES OWEN – NATIONAL LIFE MEMBER

I

n 1952, my dear wife Joan and I joined
St. John the Evangelist, Sidcup and were
welcomed with open arms. We were
both singers and the Church had formed
an Operatic Society the previous year.
We served in several roles over the years,
Parishioners, P.C.C members and what
have you, until 1971 when the church was
due (as the biggest CofE Church in the
Borough) to host a mammoth Civic Parade
and I was asked if I would lead one of the
sub-processions. That was the start of my
verging career.
In 1972, the Verger in Office sadly died,
and it seemed to just fall to me to get
on with it and I coped with installation
ceremonies, refining things as I saw fit.
I joined the Guild of Vergers when it was
the Tonbridge Branch, holding office in a
variety of positions over the years, saw it
through various name changes, until we
became the Rochester Branch. In 2002, I
decided that it was time I retired as Verger
of my Church – my balance was getting so
bad that I could not walk in a straight line,
so I felt that there was no way I could lead
a procession with any degree of dignity.
It was in 2004 that I was awarded the
honour of being made an Honorary Life
Member – why I am not certain as nobody
would let me know. I did consider it a great
honour to be listed at that stage, amongst
so few. The Gift I was given came in very
handy!
From 1951 I had been in full time
employment, until, in 1986 I was off for
six months with a heart problem. When
I went back, because it was an ongoing
medical problem, my company decided
that they could cope without me; so after
35 years, I was unemployed. This meant
extra time to devote to my church work,
which, of course, had only generally been
weekends up to that time.
By 1996 I had acquired the office of Parish
clerk, my Verger training having given me
a good grounding for this office. It was
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a position I was able to cover until 2014.
Prior to this, because of moves within the
higher strata of church officials, I
volunteered to look after the stewardship
of our collection Envelope Scheme, a job
I held from 1992 until 2017, at which time
I decided that “enough was enough” so I
found a member of the congregation to
take the job over.
Whilst all this had been going on, I had
acquired a lady assistant, who had helped
me make my next move. It had been
noted that our branch of the Guild of the
Servants of the Sanctuary was rapidly
being reduced in numbers by death and
moving house etc. so I offered myself,
not so much for Sundays, but for midweek communion. This started in 1999
and continued through to 2018, by which
time my walking had deteriorated to such
a state that the “standing committee”
were beginning to make concerned
noises. What finally finished it, however,
was the realisation that I could no longer
hold a wine carafe without shaking – and
that would never do in full view of the
congregation.
At Christmas 2013 tragedy struck the
Owen house – my wife of 62 tears was
taken from me to above to a higher place.
We had no family and I was left on my
own, but the support from my church
“family” was fantastic. My beloved wife’s
mortal remains were cremated and her

ashes interred in the Churchyard – just by
the West Door, so I am able to talk to her
whenever I go to church or pass by (the
hole was dug by one of my colleagues,
with room for me ‘on top’ when the time
comes. I lived on my own for four years
until friends persuaded me that I couldn’t
really cope, so moved into a Sheltered
Housing complex called “Sunrise”, which is
run by an American organisation. “Sunrise”
is a 3 house establishment located behind
Queen Mary’s Hospital in Sidcup with no
public transport within a 15 minute walk.
So, there we are, 96 years’ worth of service,
packed into 40 year of devotion. I have
served 7 priests, 3 of whom were Canons,
together with innumerable Curates, and I
have loved every minute of it and deeply
regret that it has had to come to an end.
At the time of writing, I have been in
lockdown like everyone and have not
been able to go to church now for some
8 weeks, but I am well informed as the
Vicar posts updates every week which are
delivered to me by various volunteers.
Sadly, as the care home management is so
tight, I am unable to see them in person.
Charles W. Owen
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THE OVERSEAS MEMBERSHIP
OFFICER REMEMBERS DOREEN COOK

D

oreen Cook has gone to glory,
and what a hoot glory will be
with her present.

In the early 1980s Doreen and her
partner in crime, Molly Goodall, were
forces to be reckoned with… the
‘Dynamic Duo’ were the first females
on Central Council. Like the chicken and
the egg I don’t recall which came first,
but these two Yorkshire girls made a
difference and made way for many to
follow. During their time I served on

Central Council as General Secretary
and later Chairman and appreciated
their ‘straight talking’ suggestions. It is
down to them that we started to vest
for services at Conference, that smoking
was prohibited in the common room at
Harbourne Hall Conferences (anyone
who recalls Fr Bill’s pipe will understand
how innovative that was!).

choir and was a contributor at the first
conference Concert Party – The Follies
Vergère with her rendition of the song
‘That’s my brother. Who? Sylvest’. Her
deep rasping baritone voice still rings in
my ears.

Doreen, a long standing member and
first female Fellow of the Guild was
instrumental in forming a conference

John Campbell

Her active counsel was real and will be
missed.

CONFINEMENT, ISOLATION
AND SEPARATION

T

he present situation has
exposed many things never
experienced by a large
proportion of the world’s population
although there are, and have been,
numerous areas in which their way of
life has always been this way.
My wife, Betty, and I are fortunate
in that we remain well and are able
to have regular contact with our
family, friends and colleagues, mainly
through modern technology, this was
not always the case.
In the time now presented, there have
been moments of recall and reflection
and I have been especially reminded
of the mission teams to Africa –
Burundi, Kenya and Nigeria – of which
I was privileged to be a member. All
trips had their problems, setbacks and
frustration, especially the mission to
Nigeria (in November, 1993), when
we were caught up in a military coup,
were confined to an hotel annex,
isolated from our hosts and had very
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limited, spasmodic communication
with home. Needless to say, we
survived and returned home safely
and in an acknowledgement to those
of our prayer support group (UK and
Nigeria), I wrote: ‘Prayer was at the centre of this
mission.
It was prayer that saw us through the
various problems we encountered
during preparations; when we became
disheartened, our spirits were lifted;
every time an obstacle was put in
our way, these were overcome; when
the make-up of the team changed or
members had doubts, replacements
came forward and reassurance was
forthcoming; financial shortfalls were
met; and the most significant proof
of all was the issue of visas at the
eleventh (and a half) hour (i.e., just
before we were due to board) – a real
test to us all, but prayer conquered.

The Official Magazine of the Church of England Guild of Vergers

During our time in Nigeria, both as
a team and as individuals, we had
regular times of prayer; we were able
to pray for and with the many people
we met and with those we came
to know and love; special prayers
again carried us through the more
difficult times: when we were under
exceptional attack; when our spirits
were low; when we became frustrated
and seemingly not in control of
events. We knew that, through our
prayer, our loved ones and friends
back home were reassured of our
safety and well-being, (because of
the inability to communicate). Prayer
overcame the anxieties of our return
journey (bearing in mind the traumas
of the outward trip). Prayer brought
us home safely and prayer will
continue to protect us and those we
left behind in Nigeria’.
I feel this applies as much now as it
did then.
Michael Golby, FCEGV.
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OBITUARIES

Doreen Cook
1930 – 2020

D

oreen Cook, the first female
Fellow of the Guild of Vergers,
was born in Heckmondwike,
West Yorkshire in 1930. She began
her working life first as a Nurse, then
a Theatre Sister and then a Midwife
delivering many, many boys, never girls,
which must be quite unique.
She married George in 1956 and their
marriage was blessed with the birth of
two children Philip and Wendy. Later
came the grandsons whom she adored.
She was proud of all her family and
their achievements in life.
Throughout her life Church has been
very important. An interest in church
architecture, history and the whole
liturgy and its delivery led her to
become a Verger. She studied the CEGV
diploma course and enjoyed every
moment of her learning. She was a
verger for over forty years, latterly as
verger of the Grade I listed St Cuthbert’s
church in Kirkleatham. Making sure
that heating, seating and lighting were
always at their best (no spent bulbs on
the lights), making sure the altar was
always properly prepared for the clergy
to come in and take the service. She
saw welcoming visitors as an important
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role and always saw meeting strangers,
both casual visitors and special guests,
as an important part of her role. She
was extremely well informed and
always willing to share her knowledge
of the church and its traditions with
others. Never ruffled by things going
wrong or indeed by rude or demanding
visitors she could calm any situation
with her firm but good humoured
sensitive approach.

As a curate she taught me a great deal
about the church and its traditions but
more than a teacher, she became a
dear friend.

She was for many years Area Leader
of the York branch of the Guild and
of the York and Leeds branch when
they amalgamated. She was an active
member of the Central Council and
always enjoyed going off to conference.
For a while she was accompanied
and supported by George when he
became both the Shop Manager and
the unofficial official Guild Group
photographer.

Joan Catherine Hayes
08.04.1933 – 15.03.2020

Always regarded by those who knew
her as a wise, God-fearing, valuable
member both at local and national
levels. In all aspects of her life she
showed great integrity, compassion
and a love for people, but above all a
loyalty and great love for God and His
Church. She always regarded the good
she did in her life with great humility,
as “that’s how Christians are”. She was
overwhelmed and extremely proud on
being made a Fellow of the Guild and
especially as she was the first woman to
achieve that.
She died on the 18th April following a
long illness just two weeks short of her
90th birthday.

A memorial service will be announced
when circumstances allow.
The Rev’d Marian Gardner,
Branch Chaplain.

J

oan became a member of the Oxford
Branch and thereby, of the Guild, in
1999 and was a member of a team
of Vergers serving the Church of St. John
the Evangelist, Mortimer, Berkshire. She
was a regular attendant of Branch and
National functions, as circumstances
permitted, and was supportive and
encouraging, collectively and individually,
no matter the circumstances; always,
her smile radiated around those she was
with, together with her spirit and her
humour, even to the end.
She ‘retired’ from the Guild in early 2018,
when she moved away from Berkshire.
When illness overtook her in 2019,
she took up residency in a care home
and it was here that she passed away,
peacefully, in her sleep.
When appropriate a memorial service will
be held in the church where she served
her ministry as a Verger.
Michael Golby
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FOR YOUR DIARY

MEMBERS

Y

ou may be interested in events happening across the
country hosted by local branches. Please ensure that you
contact the local contact prior to attending in case details
have changed, especially times or locations. While we are a local
Branch-based organisation, we wish to remember that we are
equally a National organisation. If your Branch wishes to
have their events listed here please let us know.

Monday 4 and Tuesday 5 May 2020
York Province Festival, Carlisle Cathedral POSTPONED
Monday 10 – Thursday 13 August 2020
Annual Training Conference Elim Conference Centre, West
Malvern. Anyone wishing to come should contact Margaret
Burston on CEGVConference@gmail.com POSTPONED

Wednesday 16 September 2020
East Anglia Branch have offered St Edmundsbury Cathedral as a
venue for a Festival Lite. More details will be forthcoming in the
near future. POSTPONED

All dates to be confirmed
If your Branch has any events that you wish to have
advertised on this page please contact the Media Officer
CEGVMedia@gmail.com
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NATIONAL CONTACTS
National Chairman

Liaison Officer

Mr John Kirby-Shearer,
MA, Dip GV (Honoris), FCEGV
email: CEGVNatChair@gmail.com

Mrs Denise Mead
email: CEGVLiaison@gmail.com

General Secretary

Vacant
For more information please contact
the National Chaplain
email: CEGVTrainOff@gmail.com

Mr Stephen Stokes, Dip GV Hons
email: CEGVGenSec@gmail.com

National Treasurer
Mr Robert Beattie, MA
email: CEGVNatTreas@gmail.com

National Chaplain
Canon Maureen Palmer,
BSc, PhD, Dip Theol (Oxon), FCEGV
email: CEGVNatChap@gmail.com

Training Officer

Training Administrator
Mrs Susan Ansell, Dip GV
email: CEGVTrainReg@gmail.com

Media Officer
Mrs Jane Gorrie
email: CEGVMedia@gmail.com

Welfare Officer
Mrs Irene Money, MBE, Dip GV
email: CEGVWelfare@gmail.com

Overseas Membership Officer

Mr John Campbell, BEM, FBGU, FCEGV
email: CEGVOverseas@gmail.com

Mailing Address
Mr Stephen Stokes, Dip GV Hons
General Secretary
The Church of England Guild of
Vergers
Kemp House
152 – 160 City Road
London
EC1V 2NX

The Guild Prayer
Almighty Father, from whom every family in heaven and earth is named,
who has called us into the fellowship of your Church,
grant, we pray, that in all our churches we may fulfil the duties
and enjoy the privileges of our spiritual home.
And on those who offer themselves for service as vergers in the house of God
bestow the fullness of your grace,
that, united in love to you and to one another,
we may show forth your glory and hasten the coming of your kingdom.
Through Jesus Christ, our Lord. Amen.

www.cofegv.org.uk
http://bit.ly/CofEGV
The Church of England Guild of Vergers

